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Structural and Computational Biology, The Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, CaliforniaABSTRACT Viral terminase enzymes serve as genome packaging motors in many complex double-stranded DNA viruses.
The functional motors are multiprotein complexes that translocate viral DNA into a capsid shell, powered by a packaging
ATPase, and are among the most powerful molecular motors in nature. Given their essential role in virus development, the struc-
ture and function of these biological motors is of considerable interest. Bacteriophage l-terminase, which serves as a prototyp-
ical genome packaging motor, is composed of one large catalytic subunit tightly associated with two DNA recognition subunits.
This protomer assembles into a functional higher-order complex that excises a unit length genome from a concatemeric DNA
precursor (genome maturation) and concomitantly translocates the duplex into a preformed procapsid shell (genome pack-
aging). While the enzymology of l-terminase has been well described, the nature of the catalytically competent nucleoprotein
intermediates, and the mechanism describing their assembly and activation, is less clear. Here we utilize analytical ultracentri-
fugation to determine the thermodynamic parameters describing motor assembly and define a minimal thermodynamic linkage
model that describes the effects of salt on protomer assembly into a tetrameric complex. Negative stain electron microscopy
images reveal a symmetric ring-like complex with a compact stem and four extended arms that exhibit a range of conformational
states. Finally, kinetic studies demonstrate that assembly of the ring tetramer is directly linked to activation of the packaging
ATPase activity of the motor, thus providing a direct link between structure and function. The implications of these results
with respect to the assembly and activation of the functional packaging motor during a productive viral infection are discussed.INTRODUCTIONThe assembly of an infectious virus requires the coordi-
nated activity of a number of proteins and nucleoprotein
complexes of both viral and host origin (1,2). Genome
packaging is an essential step in virus development that in-
volves loading of genomic information, i.e., DNA or RNA,
into a protective protein coat. For most complex double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA) viruses, including adenovirus,
the herpes viruses, and several bacteriophages, this reaction
is catalyzed by a viral motor that inserts the DNA into a
preformed procapsid shell, fueled by the energy derived
from ATP hydrolysis (3–7). Terminase enzymes serve as
packaging motors and are responsible for genome pack-
aging in the complex dsDNA viruses. In general, the pack-
aging substrate is a linear concatemer of individual
genomes linked in a head-to-tail fashion (immature
DNA). Terminase enzymes are responsible for excising
an individual genome from the concatemer (genome matu-
ration) and concomitant packaging of the mature DNA into
the procapsid (3,6–8).Submitted February 23, 2015, and accepted for publication August 21,
2015.
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0006-3495/15/10/1663/13Assembly of multimeric packaging motors from mono-
meric precursors is a central feature in the development of
many dsDNA viruses, both prokaryotic and eukaryotic
(6–9). Given the essential role of the terminase motors in
virus development, the mechanisms mediating motor as-
sembly and activation are of significant interest. The aggre-
gate genetic, biochemical, and structural data accumulated
over many years of investigation suggest that all packaging
motors possess similar structural and functional properties;
they are generally oligomeric complexes composed of a
large TerL subunit that possesses all of the catalytic activ-
ities required to mature and package individual genomes,
and a smaller TerS subunit that is required for specific
recognition of viral DNA. (A notable exception is the termi-
nase enzyme from bacteriophage f29. This virus does not
encode a TerS subunit and packages monomeric genomes
using only a TerL subunit. A second distinction is that
f29 utilizes an oligomeric ring of RNA that is bound to
the portal (pRNA) and plays an essential role in genome
packaging. We note that there is considerable debate as to
the stoichiometry of the pRNA in the functional packaging
motor; structural studies suggest a pentameric complex
(10,11), while biochemical and biophysical studies support
a hexameric complex (12,13).) Once assembled, the motors
translocate DNA into the procapsid through a doughnut-
shaped portal complex situated at a unique vertex in thehttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.08.037
1664 Yang et al.icosahedral shell. All of the characterized motors translo-
cate the duplex at incredible rates (>600 bp/s) and are
capable of producing remarkably high packaging forces
(~60 pN), as required to fully insert the genome into the con-
fines of the capsid shell (14–16).
Early models suggested that the packaging motors were
functional hexamers in analogy to the translocating hex-
americ helicases (17,18). Structural studies have suggested
that the motors in phages T7, T4, and f29 are composed
of five TerL subunits assembled into a ring-like configura-
tion at the portal vertex of a procapsid (see above)
(10,19,20). Structural studies have further demonstrated
that the isolated TerS subunits can assemble into oligo-
meric ring-like complexes containing 2, 8, 9, 11, or 12
subunits, and 22 subunit double-ring complexes depending
on the virus and the protein construct (21–27). As of this
writing, there is no structural data available for a func-
tional motor complex assembled from both TerS and
TerL subunits.
Bacteriophage-l has been extensively studied and pro-
vides an ideal model system in which to interrogate the
mechanistic details of virus assembly, and in particular the
genome packaging machinery. Lambda-terminase is
composed of a catalytic TerL subunit (gpA, 74.2 kDa) and
a small TerS DNA-recognition subunit (gpNu1, 20.4 kDa)
(9,28). The purified enzyme affords a mixture of a proto-
meric holoenzyme (TerL1TerS2) in slow equilibrium with
a tetramer of protomers [(TerL1TerS2)4], each of which
can be purified to homogeneity (28–30). The packaging
pathway for terminase-mediated genome packaging can be
summarized as follows (Fig. 1). The l-protomer and Escher-
ichia coli integration host factor (IHF) cooperatively
assemble at the cohesive end site (cos) of immature l-
DNA (31). This engenders a catalytically competent matu-
ration complex that nicks the duplex to yield the 12-base,
single-stranded end of the mature genome in preparation
for packaging; kinetic studies demonstrate that this complex
contains 4 or 5 terminase protomers (28). The enzyme com-
plex remains tightly bound to the matured left genome end
and next binds to the portal vertex of an empty procapsid to
afford the packaging motor complex in which packagingConcatemer
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FIGURE 1 Genome packaging pathway for phage-l. A two genome concatam
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Biophysical Journal 109(8) 1663–1675ATPase activity has been activated; kinetic data suggest
that this complex similarly contains 4–5 terminase proto-
mers (32). The activated motor translocates along the
duplex, threading DNA through the portal ring and into
the capsid interior. Packaging triggers expansion of the pro-
capsid shell and the gpD decoration protein adds to stabilize
the structure. Upon encountering the next downstream cos
sequence (the genome end), the translocating motor reverts
to a specifically bound maturation complex that again nicks
the duplex to generate the mature right genome end and to
release the DNA-filled capsid. Note that a unit-length
genome is packaged in this process. Finishing proteins
and a viral tail are added to the nucleocapsid to afford the
infectious virus and the terminase-DNA complex binds a
second procapsid to initiate the next round of processive
packaging. In this manner, l-terminase alternates between
a highly stable, site-specifically bound maturation complex
and a dynamic packaging motor complex that sequentially
excises and packages individual genomes from the concate-
meric DNA precursor.
The ability to purify l-terminase as a structurally homog-
enous complex in solution and the well-characterized enzy-
matic properties of the enzyme provide a defined and
tractable system to study motor assembly, structure, and
function. As discussed above, we have previously demon-
strated that the functional l-motor consists of four or five
protomers. Here, we greatly expand on these initial observa-
tions using an integrated analytical ultracentrifugation,
electron microscopy, and enzyme kinetic approach. We
confirm that the motor consists of four protomers assembled
into a ring-like complex and provide a rigorous thermody-
namic analysis of the self-association reaction. We further
demonstrate that ring tetramer assembly is directly linked
to activation of the packaging ATPase activity. The implica-
tions of these results with respect to motor assembly and
activation during a productive viral infection in vivo are dis-
cussed. Although mechanistic details may differ between
the complex dsDNA viruses, the essential features of virus
assembly (both prokaryotic and eukaryotic) are recapitu-
lated in all of them, and these results have broad biological
implications.gpDADP
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Proteins and DNA substrates
All protein purifications utilized the Amersham Biosciences AKTApurifier
core 10 System from GE Healthcare Life Sciences (Pittsburgh, PA). Termi-
nase was purified as previously described in Andrews and Catalano (28) and
Chang et al. (33) and the protomer and tetramer species were isolated by
published protocol (28,29), with modification. Briefly, purified terminase
was dialyzed into Buffer P (20 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.8,
10% glycerol, 1 mM TCEP-HCl) containing 100 mM NaCl to afford the
protomer species, which was isolated by size exclusion chromatography
in the same buffer. Appropriate fractions were pooled and the protomer
was stored at 80C until further use. To prepare the tetramer, the purified
protomer was then dialyzed into Buffer T (20 mM Tris, pH 8.6 at 4C,
0.1 mM EDTA, 7 mM b-ME, 5% glycerol) containing 300 mM NaCl to re-
assemble the tetramer, which was isolated by size exclusion chromatog-
raphy as previously described in Andrews and Catalano (28) and Maluf
et al. (30). The purified protein was stored at 80C until further use. Un-
less otherwise indicated, the concentration of terminase is expressed in
terms of the protomer (TerLTerS2).Sedimentation velocity experiments
Sedimentation velocity experiments were performed using an XLA analyt-
ical ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA). The purified tetramer
was dialyzed into Buffer P containing NaCl at the concentration indicated
in each individual experiment. After dialysis, the protein was diluted to the
indicated concentration using the dialysate and kept at 4C for ~50 h before
loading into two-sector Epon charcoal-filled (Miller-Stephenson, Danbury,
CT) centerpieces. The samples were placed in the centrifuge and equili-
brated at 4C for at least 1.5 h before initiation of the experiment. Unless
otherwise indicated, the experiments were performed at 4C and 42 K
RPM. Data were collected at the indicated wavelengths, every 0.002 cm
with two averages in the continuous mode. The raw sedimentation velocity
data were corrected for timestamp errors (34) and the data were indepen-
dently evaluated using three separate programs, SEDFIT, SEDPHAT
(35,36), and SedAnal (37,38), as indicated.Thermodynamic analysis of the protomer-
tetramer equilibrium using sedimentation
velocity data
Terminase establishes a slow equilibrium between the protomer and the
tetramer without detectable intermediates (28–30). The c(s) distributions
obtained from SEDFITwere utilized to determine KA*, the macroscopic as-
sociation constant of the monomer-tetramer equilibrium, as follows. The
weight-average sedimentation coefficient, hs20,wi, for each concentration
of protomer was calculated in SEDFIT; this reflects the ensemble concen-
tration of all protomer species present in solution. Specifically, the termi-
nase protomer self-assembles into a tetramer and by mass action,
hs20;wi ¼ fP  sP þ fP4  sP4; (1)
where sP is the sedimentation coefficient (s20,w) of the protomer, sP4 is the
sedimentation coefficient of the tetramer, and fP and fP4 are the fractions ofprotomer and tetramer in solution, respectively. Expressions for fP and fP4
are derived in Eqs. S1g and S1h (where n ¼ 4), in the Supporting Material;
by substitution and rearrangement, one obtains
hs20;wi ¼ sP  ½P þ sP4  4  K

A  ½P4
½P þ 4  KA  ½P4
; (2)
where [P] is the concentration of free protomer in solution, which was
calculated from the total protein added to the reaction mixture, [PT], bymass conservation. The hs20,wi versus [PT] data were analyzed according
to Eq. 2 by nonlinear least-squares (NLLS) fitting of the data using the Sci-
entist program (Micromath Research, St. Louis, MO) holding sP and sP4 to
their experimentally determined values (5.28 and 14.77 S, respectively, ob-
tained from SEDPHAT analysis; see Table S1 in the Supporting Material)
and allowing KA* to float to its best fit values.Sedimentation equilibrium experiments
The samples were prepared as described for the sedimentation velocity
studies above and loaded into either two-sector (150 mL) or six-sector
(120 mL) Epon (Miller-Stephenson) charcoal-filled centerpieces. The ex-
periments were performed at 4C and at the rotor speed indicated in each
individual experiment. Sedimentation equilibrium was confirmed by the
absence of deviation between successive scans using Winmatch; all exper-
iments reached equilibrium within 50–60 h for the first speed. Absorbance
data were collected at the indicated wavelength every 0.001 cm in the step
mode, with 20 averages per step. The data sets were globally analyzed using
NLLS analysis, programmed in Scientist, according to a monomer-tetramer
equilibrium model (35,39),
Absr ¼ εl  1:2 

Cp;o  exp

s  r
2  r2o
2

þ 4
 KA  C4p;o  exp

4  s  r
2  r2o
2

þ b;
(3a)
where Absr is the absorbance at radial position r, εl is the extinction coef-
ficient of the protein at wavelength l, Cp,o is the monomer concentration at
reference position r0, KA* is the apparent association constant for the mono-
mer-tetramer equilibrium, b is the baseline offset, and
s ¼ Mp  ð1 y  rÞ 

u2
R  T

; (3b)
whereMp is the molar mass of the protomer, y is the partial specific volume
of the protomer, r is the buffer density, u is the angular velocity of the rotor,
R is the ideal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature of the exper-
iment. The raw equilibrium data were globally analyzed using NLLS ap-
proaches according to Eq. 3a: s was calculated from protomer molar
mass, 115.2 kDa; y ¼ 0.733 mL/g was based on the protomer sequence (us-
ing SEDNTERP; Biomolecular Interactions Technology Center, University
of New Hampshire, Durham, NH); the experimental parameters u, r, and
temperature, were held as global constants; r0 was fixed as a local constant
at the first data point for each data set; and Cp,o, b, and KA* were allow to
float as global variables to obtain the best fit to the experimental data.
Because of the long experimental duration (>80 h), buffer components
can contribute to the absorbance signal, resulting in a sloping baseline.
The amplitude parameter, a, was therefore included in the analysis, where
Absr ¼ εl  1:2  Cr  a 

r2  r2o
2

þ b: (3c)
Effect of NaCl on terminase self-association
Salt strongly affects the experimental KA* obtained for the protomer-
tetramer equilibrium and this effect was quantified according to a simple
thermodynamic linkage model presented later in Fig. 5 C. Based on this
model, the following equation can be derived as described in the Supporting
Material,Biophysical Journal 109(8) 1663–1675
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
1
4  KA
1=3
¼
 
1þ K1=43  ½Lm
4 K1þ4 K1  K2  ½L4m
!1=3
þK1=43  ½Lm 
 
1þ K1=43  ½Lm
4  K1 þ 4  K1  K2  ½L4m
!1=3
þ4 K1
 
1þ K1=43 ½Lm
4 K1þ 4 K1K2½L4m
!4=3
þ4K1K2
 ½L4m 
 
1 þ K1=43  ½Lm
4  K1 þ 4  K1  K2  ½L4m
!4=3
;
(4)
where KA* is the experimentally determined macroscopic equilibrium con-
stant determined at a salt concentration [L]; m is the net flux of NaCl
involving in protomer self-assembly; and K1, K2, and K3 represent the equi-
librium association constants described later in Fig. 5 C. The KA* versus
[NaCl] data were analyzed according to Eq. 4 by NLLS fitting of the
data using the Scientist program (Micromath Research), allowing m, K1,
K2, and K3 to float to their best fit values.Electron microscopy
The terminase tetramer was diluted to a final concentration of 192 nM in
buffer T without glycerol. An aliquot (4 mL) was applied to freshly plasma-
cleaned electronmicroscopy (EM) grids that had been coatedwith a thin layer
of carbon. After 1 min of adsorption, excess protein was wicked away with a
WhatmanNo. 1 filter paper (GEHealthcareLife Sciences), and 2% (w/v) ura-
nyl formate solution (4mL)was immediately applied to the grid. The gridwas
then inverted and placed on four 50mL droplets of uranyl formate solution for
10 s each, in succession. Excess stain was then wicked away with filter paper
and the grid set to dry on the edge of a fume hood to provide airflow.
Datawere acquiredusing aTecnai Spirit (FEI,Hillsboro,OR) transmission
electron microscope, operating at 120 keV at a nominal magnification of
52,000 (pixel size of 2.05 A˚/pixel at the specimen level). A total of 318mi-
crographswas acquired using the LEGINONautomated data acquisition sys-
tem (40), using a F416 CMOS 4K camera (T-VIPS, Oslo, Norway) at an
electron dose of 20 electrons/A˚2, with a defocus range from 0.3 to 1.5 mm.
Image analysis was performed using the Appion image processing pipeline
(41). Particles were selected from the micrographs using a difference-of-
Gaussians-based automated particle picking program (42) and the contrast
transfer function (CTF) of eachmicrograph was estimated using CTFFIND3
(43). Using the estimated CTF, phases for each micrograph was corrected
before extracting particleswith a box size of 224pixels. Particleswere binned
by a factor of 2 andnormalized for analysis. The resulting stack of 55,094par-
ticleswas subjected to four rounds of iterativemultivariate statistical analysis
and multireference alignment in Appion to remove damaged, aggregated, or
erroneously selected particles. The resulting stack of 49,789 particles was
thenused for reference-free two-dimensional alignment and classificationus-
ing the ISAC program (70), which is part of the SPARX software package
(44).Of the particles examined, 38,211 (77%)were classified into stable clas-
ses depicting open or closed conformations. The remaining particles likely
represent damaged/misfolded particles or sample contaminants that were
not identified in the earlier coarse classification step.ATPase activity assay
Terminase (1 mM) was preincubated in Buffer P containing 100, 300, 400,
or 600 mM NaCl for 50 h at 4C as described for the analytical ultracentri-Biophysical Journal 109(8) 1663–1675fugation studies. The ATPase activity of the enzyme was then measured as
previously described in Andrews and Catalano (28) and Yang et al. (45)
with minor modification. Briefly, the reactions contained 100 nM terminase
protomer and 1 mM ATP in 20 mM Tris buffer, pH 8, containing 200 mM
NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 5% glycerol, and 7 mM b-mercaptoethanol. The re-
action was allowed to proceed for 30 min at 37C and ATP hydrolysis quan-
tified by a thin-layer chromatography assay.RESULTS
Characterization of the l-terminase protomer-
tetramer self-association reaction: sedimentation
velocity approach
Lambda-terminase can be purified to homogeneity and the
preparation contains a mixture of the protomer in slow equi-
librium with a tetramer of protomers (28–30,32). Here we
expand upon these initial observations and describe a
rigorous hydrodynamic characterization of the protomer-
tetramer equilibrium reaction using sedimentation velocity
(SV) analytical ultracentrifugation approaches. A concen-
trated preparation of the terminase tetramer was isolated
as described in Materials and Methods and the enzyme
was diluted to afford mixtures containing terminase at con-
centrations between 0.5 and 8 mM (Buffer P, pH 6.8, con-
taining 100 mM NaCl). The samples were examined by
SV analytical ultracentrifugation and the velocity data
were first analyzed using SEDFIT; three representative
c(s) distributions are displayed in Fig. 2 A. Consistent
with published data, under these buffer conditions, purified
terminase partitions between two species—a small 5.3 S
species and a larger 15 S species. The presence of two
distinct peaks in the c(s) distribution indicates that the rate
of interconversion between them is slow under these condi-
tions and with respect to the time course of the experiment.
A c(M) analysis of six data sets comprising terminase
concentrations between 0.5 and 8 mM yields an average mo-
lecular mass of 105 (91, 119) kDa and 486 (447, 525) kDa
for the 5.3 S and 15.0 S species, respectively (data not
shown). (All data are presented as a resolved value with
68.3% confidence intervals indicated in parentheses.) These
values are consistent with the molecular masses of the ter-
minase protomer (TerLTerS2, 115 kDa) and a tetramer of
protomers (460 kDa) calculated from the known protein se-
quences. Importantly, the data demonstrate that within this
concentration range, 1) TerS and TerL remain stably associ-
ated as a protomeric complex, and that 2) the protomer self-
assembles into the tetramer with no significant population of
intermediate species.
The velocity data reveal that terminase establishes a con-
centration-dependent, dynamic equilibrium between the
protomer and tetramer species. Thus, the weight average
sedimentation coefficient, hs20,wi, captures the ensemble
distribution of the protomer and tetramer species in solution
at each terminase concentration. The value of hs20,wi was
calculated from the c(s) distributions over a wide range of
FIGURE 2 Terminase self-associates in a concentration-dependent
manner. (A) The c(s) distributions of terminase at three loading concentra-
tions (1.1 mM, green; 3.0 mM, red; and 8.0 mM, black) were calculated using
SEDFIT as described in the Materials and Methods in buffer containing
100 mM NaCl. (B) (Open circles) The weight-average sedimentation coef-
ficient of terminase at the indicated protomer concentrations was calculated
using SEDFIT. (Black line) Best fit of the data according to a monomer-
tetramer equilibrium model (Eq. 2). (Red line) Simulation of the theoretical
hs20,wi value as a function of protomer concentration assuming KA* ¼
1.72  1016 M3 (from equilibrium data), and s20,w ¼ 5.23 S and s20,w ¼
15.66 S for the protomer and tetramer, respectively (from velocity data;
see Table S1). To see this figure in color, go online.
Terminase Motor Assembly Thermodynamics 1667protomer concentrations (0.5–8 mM), which demonstrates
that hs20,wi increases from 5.3 S to 10.6 S over the 16-fold
concentration range (open circles, Fig. 2 B); this is diag-
nostic of a self-association reaction. The data were directly
fit to a simple monomer-tetramer equilibrium model to
obtain a macroscopic association constant (KA*) for the re-
action (Eq. 2). The data are well described by this model
(solid black line, Fig. 2 B) and the analysis affords
KA ¼ 7.50 (6.20, 9.20)  1015 M3.
As an independent approach to the analysis of the sedi-
mentation velocity data, we used SEDPHAT to globallyanalyze the raw data obtained at the six different terminase
concentrations according to a noninteracting, two species
model (35). The ensemble of data sets is well described
by this model (Fig. 3 A) and the analysis provides a con-
strained determination of the sedimentation coefficients of
the two terminase species in solution: best fit values were
s20,w ¼ 5.28 (5.23, 5.32) S and s20,w ¼ 14.77 (14.58,
14.96) S for the protomer and tetramer, respectively. As ex-
pected, these values are in good agreement with the above
analysis and with our previously published data for the iso-
lated protomer and tetramer species, respectively (Table S1)
(29,30).
Finally, we applied a direct boundary analysis of the
ensemble of velocity data using SedAnal according to a
monomer-tetramer association model (37,38,46). This
approach allows simultaneous fitting of the ensemble of
data to obtain not only the sedimentation coefficients for
the two species, but also the apparent association constant
(KA*) for the self-assembly reaction. Floating of these pa-
rameters in the global analysis affords an excellent fit to
the data (Fig. 3 B) and yields the best fit s20,w for the termi-
nase protomer and tetramer of 5.23 (5.23, 5.25) and 15.66
(15.58, 15.71), respectively, and a derived KA* ¼ 7.63
(7.34, 7.93)  1015 M3. Overall, independent analysis of
the ensemble of sedimentation velocity data using three
different approaches yields similar results for the derived
sedimentation coefficients and the equilibrium constant for
the protomer self-association reaction (Table S1).Characterization of the l-terminase protomer-
tetramer self-association reaction: sedimentation
equilibrium approach
Hydrodynamic modeling of sedimentation velocity data
provides a reasonably accurate estimation of the apparent
association constant for a reaction and the two analytic ap-
proaches described above provide virtually identical values
for the KA*; however, sedimentation equilibrium (SE)
analytical ultracentrifugation approaches are most appro-
priate to rigorously determine thermodynamic information
on solution-based association interactions (39,47). We
therefore utilized SE analytical ultracentrifugation to inter-
rogate the thermodynamic features of the terminase proto-
mer self-association reaction under conditions identical to
those used in the velocity studies. As a first step, equilibrium
scans were carried out at three concentrations of terminase
and at two rotor speeds (Fig. 4). The velocity data described
above indicates that the protomer self-assembles into a
tetramer of protomers with no detectable intermediates;
therefore, the ensemble of SE analytical ultracentrifugation
data was modeled according to a monomer-tetramer equilib-
rium model as described in Materials and Methods (Eq. 3a).
This global analysis adequately describes all six data sets
and the best-fit curves are displayed as solid black lines
on the data in Fig. 4. The analysis affords a resolvedBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1663–1675
FIGURE 3 (A) Global analysis of the sedimenta-
tion velocity data using SEDPHAT. Raw sedimen-
tation velocity data for six different concentrations
of protomer in buffer containing 100 mM NaCl are
displayed. The ensemble of data was globally fit to
a two-species model using SEDPHAT. (Solid lines)
Best fit in each data set with fitting residuals pre-
sented beneath each plot; the resolved values for
s20,w for the protomer and the tetramer species
are presented in Table S1. (B) Global analysis of
the sedimentation velocity data using SedAnal.
The subtracted absorbance traces (in pairs) from
the same data sets shown in (A) are plotted against
radius and globally fit to a monomer-tetramer equi-
librium model (solid lines). Only the first and last
traces (red and green, respectively) are shown for
clarity. The residuals are shown below the sub-
tracted absorbance plots. To see this figure in color,
go online.
1668 Yang et al.apparent association constant KA* ¼ 1.72 (1.59, 1.85) 
1016 M3.
We note that the KA* obtained from the equilibrium study
is slightly greater than that obtained from the SV analytical
ultracentrifugation analysis above (see Table S1). Close in-
spection of the data presented in Fig. 2 A reveals that the po-
sition of the ~15 S species increases slightly with protomer
concentration. This suggests that while slow, some dynamic
information is apparent in the velocity data, which is not
fully accounted for in the sedimentation velocity fitting
models (48). This results in an underestimation of theBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1663–1675hs20,wi for the tetramer resulting in a concomitant underesti-
mation of KA* obtained from the velocity analysis. To illus-
trate this point, we simulated the anticipated value of hs20,wi
in a velocity experiment over a wide terminase concentra-
tion range. The simulation used the experimental s20,w
values obtained from SedAnal analysis of the velocity
data, 5.23 S and 15.66 S for protomer and tetramer, respec-
tively; and the KA*¼ 1.72 1016 M3 values obtained from
the sedimentation equilibrium experiment (see Table S1).
This simulation affords the predicted curve displayed as a
solid red line in Fig. 2 B. While comparable, the simulation
FIGURE 4 Sedimentation equilibrium analysis
by monomer-tetramer model. Absorbance traces
of sedimentation equilibrium at three loading con-
centrations of terminase, sedimented at two
different speeds (8000 and 12,000 RPM, black
and red, respectively), plotted as a function of
radius. The experiments were carried out in the
presence of 100 mM NaCl and absorbance moni-
tored at 295 nm (7.1 mM) or 280 nm (2.9 and
0.3 mM). (Solid lines) Best fit determined from a
monomer-tetramer equilibrium model. The resid-
uals were shown below the absorbance traces. To
see this figure in color, go online.
Terminase Motor Assembly Thermodynamics 1669predicts a slightly larger value of hs20,wi, relative to the
experimental velocity data, as a function of protomer con-
centration. This is consistent with the observation that the
velocity models employed fail to adequately capture the
slow, but dynamic nature of the equilibrium at 4C. We
therefore favor the use of KA* ¼ 1.72 (1.59, 1.85) 
1016 M3 obtained from the sedimentation equilibrium
studies.
In sum, the sedimentation velocity and sedimentation
equilibrium data both indicate that terminase undergoes a
slow, reversible protomer-tetramer equilibrium in the con-
centration range of 0.5–8 mM protomer, with no evidence
for a significant population of intermediate species or
further self-association. The apparent equilibrium dissocia-
tion constant for the reaction under these conditions
(100 mM NaCl) is KD,app ¼ 3.9 mM (Table S1). The impli-
cations of this thermodynamic analysis with respect to the
assembly and activation of a viral maturation and motor
complex during a viral infection in vivo are discussed below.Effect of salt on l-terminase self-assembly
We previously demonstrated that terminase assembly into
the tetramer is favored at elevated concentrations of NaCl
(29). We here expand on these initial observations and sys-
tematically examine the general effect of salt on the equilib-
rium reaction. SVanalytical ultracentrifugation experiments
were conducted as described in the Materials and Methods
(1 mM terminase) except that the indicated salt was included
in the reaction mixture. The concentration of each salt was
adjusted to maintain a constant ionic strength (relative to
500 mM NaCl) and the c(s) distribution for each experi-
mental condition was calculated using SEDFIT. The data
presented in Table S2 indicate that the protomer-tetramer
equilibrium is not significantly affected by salt type, which
is consistent with a nonspecific salt effect.Effect of NaCl concentration on l-terminase
self-assembly
We next examined the effect of NaCl concentration on the
protomer-tetramer equilibrium reaction. Terminase (1 mM)was allowed to equilibrate between the protomer and
tetramer species in phosphate buffer, pH 6.4, containing
either 100 or 200 mM NaCl (50 h at 4C). The samples
were then analyzed under sedimentation velocity conditions
and the c(s) distributions were calculated using the software
SEDFIT. The data presented in Fig. 5 A demonstrate that
both the protomer (low S) and the tetramer (high S) species
are present at equilibrium under both conditions; however,
the fraction of tetramer present is significantly greater in
the presence of elevated NaCl concentration.
We next used a sedimentation equilibrium approach for a
more detailed interrogation of how NaCl affects the termi-
nase protomer-tetramer equilibrium reaction. Two concen-
trations of terminase over a >20-fold concentration range
were allowed to come to equilibrium in phosphate buffer,
pH 6.4, containing NaCl in the concentration range of
0.1–3.2 molar. For each of the six independent salt concen-
trations, the four equilibrium data sets (two protein concen-
trations at two rotor speeds) were globally fit using a
monomer-tetramer equilibrium model as described in the
Materials and Methods and the best fits of the data are pre-
sented as solid black lines in each of the panels presented in
Fig. S2. The analysis affords the KA* for protomer self-as-
sembly at each salt concentration, which is presented in
Table 1 and displayed graphically in Fig. 5 B (red circles).
Importantly, the experimentally derived KA* values
approach asymptotic values at both low and high salt con-
centrations, an indication that the salt effect is a saturable
process.Thermodynamic linkage between NaCl binding
and protomer self-assembly
The data presented in Fig. 5 B demonstrate that NaCl
strongly affects the equilibrium between the terminase pro-
tomer and the tetramer species. This behavior is consistent
with a thermodynamic linkage between salt binding to the
protomer and self-assembly into an oligomeric complex
(49). A simple model describing this linkage is presented
in Fig. 5 C, where binding of m ions to the protomer (Naþ
and/or Cl, designated as L) affects the association equilib-
rium constant for tetramer assembly. In this model, K1 andBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1663–1675
FIGURE 5 Dependence of self-association on NaCl concentration. (A)
Sedimentation velocity of terminase analyzed by c(s) analysis, showing
different species distribution under different NaCl conditions (0.1 and
0.2 M, black solid and red dashed lines, respectively). Note that there is
the slight decrease in s20,w of the large species at the higher NaCl concen-
tration, a phenomenon that we have observed previously (30). We interpret
this to indicate that the conformation of the tetramer is affected by salt to
afford a more extended shape, and thus a smaller s20,w value. (B) (Red cir-
cles) Sedimentation equilibrium data presented in Table 1; (superimposed
lines) nonlinear least-squares fits to the model presented in (C) using
Eq. 4, with m fixed at the indicated value. The results of the NLLS fits
are presented in Table 2. (C) Model for thermodynamic linkage of the
monomer-tetramer equilibrium and NaCl binding. P is protein monomer,
P4 is tetramer, and m is the net number of NaCl (L) binding or releasing
in the equilibria. The individual association constants are defined as fol-
lows: K1 is the association constant of protomer-tetramer equilibrium
with no net NaCl participating; K2 is the association constant of NaCl bind-
ing to tetramer; K3 is the association constant of NaCl binding to monomer;
TABLE 1 Sodium chloride affects the protomer-tetramer
equilibrium
[NaCl] (Molar) KA* (M
3) DG (kcal/mol)b
0.1 1.72 (50.13)  1016 6.9
0.2 2.87 (50.70)  1016 7.0
0.4 2.38 (51.86)  1019 8.2
0.6a 1.82  1020 8.6
0.8a 2.73  1020 8.7
1.6a 3.49  1020 8.7
3.2a 3.79  1020 8.7
The sedimentation equilibrium data presented in Fig. S2 were analyzed as
described in the Materials and Methods to derive the apparent association
constant, KA*, for tetramer assembly at each concentration of NaCl.
aThe equilibrium concentration of the protomer at these NaCl concentra-
tions was extremely low and difficult to accurately quantify due to the
detection limit of an analytical ultracentrifuge. This precludes an accurate
estimate of the error and thus, no estimates are provided.
bTheDG for protomer-tetramer association was calculated fromDG¼RT
ln(K*), where K* ¼ (KA*)1/3, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute
temperature of the experiment.
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1670 Yang et al.K4 represent the protomer self-association equilibrium con-
stants in the absence and in the presence of bound ions,
respectively, while K3 and K2 represent the association equi-
librium constant for the binding of m ions to the protomer in
isolation and in the context of the tetramer, respectively.
Based on this model, Eq. 4 (Materials and Methods) can
be derived to describe the thermodynamic linkage between
salt binding and protomer self-assembly. The data presented
in Fig. 5 B were evaluated according to this model allowing
all of the parameters to float in the NLLS analysis. This
analysis yields a good fit (not shown) and affords a best-fit
value m ¼ 3.5 5 0.4, which suggests that a net flux of
3–4 ions is involved in the terminase self-association equi-
librium reaction.
The above analysis allows four degrees of freedom in the
fit (K1, K2, K3, and m). To constrain the analysis and allow
more meaningful values for the equilibrium constants, we
repeated the analysis fixing m (number of bound salt ions)
at physically meaningful integral values of 2–5, but allow-
ing K1, K2, and K3 to float to their best-fit values. As antic-
ipated, the data are best described by this simple model
when m is fixed at either 3 or 4 (Fig. 5 B) and the analysis
returns constrained values for the individual association
constants presented in Table 2.
While the data are equally well described by a net flux of
either three or four ions in the equilibrium reaction, close in-
spection of Table 2 reveals that the resolved values for K1
(protomer-tetramer KA in the absence of salt; note that K1
cannot be measured experimentally due to significant aggre-
gation of the protomer at NaCl concentrations <100 mM) is
significantly closer to the experimentally determined valuesand K4 is the association constant of monomer-tetramer equilibrium under
saturated NaCl binding condition. The model assumes that the number of
ions that bind to the protomer in isolation and in the context of the tetramer
is identical. To see this figure in color, go online.
TABLE 2 Thermodynamic linkage between NaCl binding and
protomer self-assembly
Fitting Parameters Best Fit Values
m ¼ 3 (Fixed) m ¼ 4 (Fixed)
K1 K1 ¼ 2.6  1013 M3 K1 ¼ 9.1  1016 M3
(K1)
1/3 ¼ 3.0  104 M1 (K1)1/3 ¼ 4.5  105 M1
K2 K2 ¼ 3.2  1012 M12 K2 ¼ 8.8  109 M16
(K2)
1/12 ¼ 11.0 M1 (K2)1/16 ¼ 4.2 M1
K3 K3 ¼ 2.2  105 M12 K3 ¼ 2.2  106 M16
(K3)
1/12 ¼ 2.8 M1 (K3)1/16 ¼ 3.4 M1
K4
a K4 ¼ 3.8  1020 M3 K4 ¼ 3.6  1020 M3
(K4)
1/3 ¼ 7.2  106 M1 (K4)1/3 ¼ 7.1  106 M1
The data presented in Fig. 5 B were analyzed according to the thermody-
namic linkage model presented in Fig. 5 C. The number of ions involved,
m, was fixed at either 3 or 4, as indicated, while the microscopic equilibrium
constants K1, K2, and K3 were allowed to float in the NLLS analysis. (Solid
blue and green lines) Best fits of the data, respectively, are presented in
Fig. 5 B.
aK4 was calculated from K1, K2, and K3 based on the model presented in
Fig. 5 C.
FIGURE 6 The terminase protomer assembles into a ring-like tetramer.
The imaged particles could be classified into either open (58%, upper
panel) or closed (42%, lower panel) conformations, as described in the
Materials and Methods.
Terminase Motor Assembly Thermodynamics 1671when m is constrained to four ions (see Table 1). Given this
observation and the tetrameric nature of terminase, we are
tempted to speculate that one ion interacts with each proto-
mer to promote tetramer assembly (i.e., m ¼ 4). Whatever
the case, the data presented in Fig. 5 and Tables 1 and 2
clearly demonstrate that salt binding to the protomer and
self-assembly are thermodynamically linked processes and
that salt preferentially stabilizes the tetramer by ~1.8 kcal/
mol at 3.2 vs. 0.1 molar NaCl. This stabilization could be
due to either a specific interaction between Naþ and/or
Cl with terminase, and/or a nonspecific electrostatic rear-
rangement of terminase complex structure (50–52).Structure of the terminase tetramer
The analytical ultracentrifugation data presented above
clearly demonstrates that the terminase protomer self-asso-
ciates into a tetramer of protomers. Micrographs previously
published from our lab suggested a ring-like structure for
the assembled species, but the stoichiometry of the complex
was ambiguous (30). Therefore, we here investigate the
structure of the assembled terminase species using EM.
The micrographs reveal a tetrameric ring-like complex
that is composed of a compact stem, and four extended
arms exhibiting a wide range of conformation states
(Fig. 6). In some cases they are completely splayed out in
an open conformation, while in others they are retracted
and in contact with each other in a closed conformation.
The implication of these two conformations is unclear; how-
ever, we note that while TerS must bind specifically to cos
during packaging initiation, the subunits must interact
weakly, if at all with the duplex when the motor is packaging
DNA (see Fig. 1). Indeed, we have previously suggested that
the TerS subunits are completely disengaged from the
duplex during translocation (9), which could be accommo-dated by an open ring conformation. Structural studies are
now underway in our lab to directly test this hypothesis.Effect of NaCl on the ATPase activity
of bacteriophage l-terminase
The terminase ring tetramer possesses all of the catalytic ac-
tivities required to mature and package l-DNA while the
protomer is catalytically silent (29,30); however, the exact
relationship between ring assembly and activation of motor
function remains unclear. The observation that salt pro-
motes ring assembly in solution provides an opportunity
to directly interrogate the relationship between structure
and function of the motor. Unfortunately, the genome matu-
ration and packaging reactions are strongly inhibited by
NaCl as a result of diminished DNA binding interactions
(53–56). In contrast, the packaging ATPase activity of ter-
minase is optimal at 200 mM NaCl (57) and this allows
direct interrogation of ATPase activity as a function of
ring tetramer concentration. Terminase (1 mM) was allowed
to equilibrate between the protomer and tetramer species in
phosphate buffer, pH 6.4, containing the indicated concen-
tration of NaCl (50 h at 4C). The ATPase activity of
each sample was then quantified as previously described,
except that NaCl was maintained at 200 mM in all of the
assay mixtures (see the Materials and Methods). The data
presented in Fig. 7 demonstrate that activation of the pack-
aging ATPase activity of the motor tracks linearly with the
fraction of terminase present as ring tetramer in solution.
These data establish a direct linkage between protomer
assembly into the ring tetramer and activation of motor
function.Biophysical Journal 109(8) 1663–1675
FIGURE 7 (A) Simulation of the fraction of terminase present as the ring
tetramer at various NaCl concentrations. (B) Effect of salt on the packaging
ATPase activity of terminase. ATPase activity assays were performed as
described in the Materials and Methods using enzyme (1 mM) that was pre-
equilibrated at 4C for 50 h in the presence of 100, 300, 400, or 600 mM
NaCl to reach equilibrium between the protomer and tetramer species. To
see this figure in color, go online.
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Terminase enzymes are essential to the development of most
complex double-stranded DNAviruses, both eukaryotic and
prokaryotic (3,5–8). They function as powerful molecular
motors that are responsible for tightly packaging viral
DNA into a preassembled procapsid shell, ultimately
condensing DNA to liquid crystal density, which generates
over 25 atmospheres of internal capsid pressure
(14,16,58). Not surprisingly, these ATP-fueled motors are
among the most powerful biological motors characterized
to date. As with most biological motors, the viral terminase
enzymes function as oligomeric complexes.
In this study, we have examined the physical properties of
l-terminase in solution and the data demonstrate that 1) the
terminase protomer, which is composed of one large TerL
and two small TerS subunits, is stable over at least a tenfoldBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1663–1675concentration range; that 2) the protomer undergoes a
reversible, protomer-tetramer equilibrium with no evidence
of intermediate species or further aggregation; and that
3) protomer self-assembly is thermodynamically linked to
salt interaction. We have further demonstrated that the
tetramer assembles into a ring-like structure with a compact
central stem and four flexible extended arms, and that acti-
vation of the packaging ATPase directly correlates with
ring-tetramer assembly. Importantly, the results provide a
rigorous characterization of protomer self-assembly under
physiologically relevant conditions (200–300 mM salt).
This serves as an essential foundation toward our under-
standing of the complex interactions among terminase,
E. coli IHF, and viral DNA in the assembly of a powerful
genome packaging motor. Of what biological significance
are these observations?The functional l-motor complex is a ring-tetramer
of terminase protomers
Terminase enzymes serve two essential functions in the as-
sembly of a viral particle—excision of a single genome from
a concatemeric precursor (genome maturation) and concom-
itant translocation of the duplex into a preformed procapsid
shell (genome packaging). Lambda-terminase possesses a
number of catalytic activities that work in concert to
perform these functions, including a cos-cleavage endonu-
clease activity that matures the genome end, a duplex trans-
location (DNA packaging) activity, and an ATPase activity
that fuels the translocation reaction. The mechanism by
which motor activity is regulated for specific and efficient
packaging of viral DNA is not clearly understood in any sys-
tem. We have proposed that a terminase ring tetramer is
responsible for all of these reactions (29,30,33). The analyt-
ical ultracentrifugation and EM structural data presented
here confirm that the protomer indeed assembles into a tetra-
meric ring structure and the kinetic data demonstrate that
the packaging ATPase activity of the enzyme is directly
associated with this complex. Thus, the data directly links
ring-tetramer assembly and motor activation.Assembly of a functional l-motor in vivo
The studies presented here reveal the thermodynamic features
associated with ring-tetramer assembly and suggest a mech-
anism for how motor assembly, and thus catalytic activity,
may be controlled in vivo. The terminase concentration dur-
ing a productive infection is 50–100 nM (59,60). Given that
the concentration of salt in the E. coli cell is 200–300 mM
and that the KD,app for ring assembly is 3–4 mM under these
conditions, the data indicate that terminase remains predom-
inantly a protomer in vivo. Importantly, the protomer is cata-
lytically silent and the first step in genome packagingmust be
assembly of the functional motor. In vitro, salt can be used to
shift the equilibrium toward the tetramer, with a concomitant
Terminase Motor Assembly Thermodynamics 1673activation of catalytic activity. Of course, increasing the salt
concentration is not an option in vivowhere viral DNAmedi-
ates the assembly of a catalytically competentmotor complex
(28,32,33). Preliminary studies in our lab suggest that four
protomers and IHF cooperatively bind to cos-DNA with a
KD ~20 nM, commensurate with in vivo concentrations
(T.-C.Y. D.O., S.J. Sanyal, Q. Yang, and C.E.C., unpublished
data).We suggest that salt ions invitro serve as a surrogate for
the phosphodiester backbone, which drives ring tetramer as-
sembly in vivo, as depicted in Fig. 8.
While admittedly speculative, this model is consistent
with 1) the salt linkage data demonstrating that 3–4 ions
are associated with ring tetramer assembly; 2) the kinetic
data suggesting that four protomers are required for optimal
activation of the maturation and packaging activities of the
enzyme (28,32); and 3) the observation that nonspecific
DNA activates the ATPase activity of the protomer, osten-
sibly due to assembly of the catalytically competent ring
tetramer on the duplex (28). As discussed above, prelimi-
nary analytical ultracentrifugation studies suggest four pro-
tomers assemble on DNA and activate the packaging
ATPase under conditions of low salt (50 mM), consistent
with the proposed model. This provides an ideal mechanism
to regulate terminase such that neither the nuclease nor
ATPase activities of the enzyme are turned on until after
the motor has assembled onto duplex DNA; this prevents
unbridled ATP hydrolysis and/or nonspecific nuclease activ-
ity that could be detrimental to virus development.FIGURE 8 Model for ion-linked (in vitro) and DNA-linked (in vivo)
packaging motor assembly. (Blue oval) The terminase protomer is a stable
complex composed of one large TerL subunit tightly associated with a
dimer of TerS subunits, shown as a blue oval for simplicity. In vitro, assem-
bly and activation of the ring tetramer motor is thermodynamically linked to
salt binding. Under typical in vivo concentrations (100 nM), the protomer is
the predominant species in solution. We suggest that the phosphate back-
bone of DNA mediates ring-tetramer assembly in vivo with concomitant
activation of the packaging motor. Note that salt strongly inhibits termina-
seDNA binding interactions. To see this figure in color, go online.General features of viral genome packaging
motors
Terminase enzymes alternate between highly stable, site-spe-
cifically bound maturation complexes and dynamic pack-
aging motor complexes that sequentially excise and
package individual genomes from a concatemeric DNA pre-
cursor (Fig. 1) (a notable exception is phage f29, as dis-
cussed earlier). In the case of l, the enzyme both initiates
and terminates packaging at a specific cos sequence and
thus packages a unit-length genome with complementary
ends. The TerS subunit is responsible for specific recognition
of cos at both ends of the packaging cycle and it is not surpris-
ing that the protomeric l-terminase contains TerS stably
bound to TerL to enable processive packaging of unit-length
genomes. We note that the packaging motors found in the
herpes virus groups are unit-length packagers that recognize
specific a-sequences in a concatemeric genome precursor
(61,62). These eukaryotic motors are composed of three pro-
tein subunits (63), but the stoichiometry of the proteins in the
functional motor remains unknown.
In contrast, the head full terminase enzymes exemplified
in phages SPP1, T7, and T4 similarly initiate packaging at a
specific pac sequence. Unlike l, however, the motors trans-
locate beyond the next downstream pac until the capsid (i.e.,
head) is fully filled with DNA. This affords a packaged
duplex that is 102–110% of the full genome length (64)
and possesses terminally redundant ends (8,65). In these
cases, the TerS subunits are only required to initiate pack-
aging and there is no essential requirement for a stable
TerLTerS complex in the reaction. Indeed, this appears to
be the case in phages T4 and T7 where the subunits interact
weakly, if at all, in solution (20,66,67). The isolated TerL
subunit from phage T4 exists as a stable monomer in solu-
tion but assembles as an apparent pentameric ring at the por-
tal vertex of a procapsid to engender a functional packaging
motor (while the TerS subunit, gp16, is essential for
specific packaging of the T4 genome in vivo, it is dispens-
able to the packaging of nonspecific DNA in vitro
(65,66,68,69); thus, a functional, though nonspecific T4 mo-
tor may be assembled with only TerL subunits) (8,19).
Interestingly, the TerL subunit from phage T7 distributes
between a monomer and ring pentamer in solution, with the
latter possessing ATPase activity; a pentameric ring is simi-
larly observed bound to the T7 portal, which presumably
represents the functional packaging motor (20). Thus, func-
tional packaging motors in the head full phages appear to
consist of a pentameric TerL ring without an associated
TerS subunit. This is in contrast to the TerS-containing
ring tetramer observed with l and it is interesting to specu-
late that this may reflect the different packaging termination
requirements in the unit-length versus head full packaging
machines. These differential termination mechanisms
possess distinct requirements for downregulation of the
packaging ATPase and physically stopping the translocatingBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1663–1675
1674 Yang et al.motor so that the terminal cleavage event can take place.
Whatever the case and despite these differences, the essen-
tial features of mechano-chemical coupling, translocation,
and force generation by the motors are likely conserved
among the systems. Thus, the thermodynamic features
describing protomer assembly into a functional motor com-
plex described here is not only fundamental to our under-
standing of the l-motor, but is relevant to the function of
all of the viral packaging motors.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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